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A STUDY FOR THE NUCLEUS-NUCLEUSDIFFERENTIAL CROSS-SECTIONZ. MetaweiPhysis Department, Faulty of Siene, Cairo UniversityGiza, Egypt(Reeived July 15, 1999; revised version reeived September 27 1999)The near-side and the far-side deomposition following Fuller formal-ism have been alulated for the interation of 12C�12C system at energies1016, 1449 and 2400 MeV and for 16O�12C system at energy 1503 MeV.Fraunhofer osillations observed at forward angles in the total di�eren-tial ross-setion are due to the strong interferene between the near-sideand the far-side ontributions. The exponential fall o� following the in-terferene pattern is due to the dominane at large angles of the far-sideamplitude and should thus be referred to as a far-side tail rather than anulear rainbow e�et.PACS numbers: 24.10.Cn 1. IntrodutionIt has been [1℄ observed that the di�erential ross-setion measured atsu�iently high energies and at su�iently large sattering angles when plot-ted as a ratio to Rutherford ross-setion exhibits a harateristi monotoni,almost exponential fallo� pattern at angles beyond those haraterized bydi�ration osillations. This exponentiallike fallo� is a harateristi of thenulear rainbow [2℄ but not in and of itself de�nitive evidene of rainbowsattering. The sattering will then be haraterized by a maximum de�e-tion angle �, whih will derease with inreasing bombarding energy. For�xed bombarding energies, � inreases with inreasing A.Many authors [3�5℄ have suggested the disovery of nulear rainbows in12C�12C elasti angular distributions at various energies.To study qualitative features of elasti sattering in the presene of strongabsorption, the sattering amplitude is deomposed into what the semilas-sial approah alls positive and negative de�etion angle ontributions [6℄.For an amplitude obtained from partial wave summation, the deomposi-tion of the sattering amplitude into positive and negative de�etion angle(697)



698 Z. Metaweiontribution is done by onsidering the two amplitudes orresponding tothe deomposition of eah Legendre Polynomial into its two traveling waveomponents [6℄. Fuller [6℄ has onluded that the smooth fall in tandemheavy ion elasti angular distributions arises from a di�rative shadow andnot refrative or Coulomb rainbow shadow.The refrative e�ets on sattering in the presene of strong absorptionhave been disussed by MVoy and Sathler [7℄ and they have onludedthat a residuum of a true nulear rainbow has been seen only for light ions.Suh a rainbow seems to be unlikely for heavy ions beause of their strongerabsorption. For light heavy ion systems suh as 12C+12C, 16O+12C and16O+16O, it has been established that [7℄ the ross-setions are dominatedby far-side sattering [7℄. In partiular there is often the appearane of aprominent (but damped) rainbow [7℄. The angular distributions for elasti12C�12C sattering at bombarding energies between 70 and 127 MeV havebeen presented together with the optial potential �t [8℄. It has been foundthat at eah energy, the far-sides of the optial potential sattering amplitudeexhibit two or more Airy minima, whih move forward in angle as the bom-barding energy is inreased [8℄. The rainbows result from the interfereneof the inner and outer omponents of the far-side amplitude. It is pointedout that three onditions must be satis�ed in the theoretial model and ex-perimental data to �t the strong-interation ollision data [9℄, like 12C+12Cand 16O+16O at laboratory energies below about 100 MeV/nuleon. Thesethree onditions are:(1) The real part of their interation is strong enough (V0 � 200 MeV) toprodue far-side or nulear rainbow osillations in their elasti ampli-tudes, at ertain harateristi bombarding energies [8,9℄.(2) The imaginary part of this same interation is weak enough (W0 �30 MeV) that these non-Fraunhofer osillations are not �damped out�.(3) The data available extend to angles well beyond the Fraunhofer ross-over region, where the Airy or rainbow osillations produed by thisinterferene an be seen unsullied by the higher frequeny Fraunhoferosillations. This generally requires the measurement of very smallross-setions [9℄.In a previous publiation [10℄, the elasti sattering di�erential ross-setion has been alulated for 12C�12C system at energy 1016 MeV and for16O�12C system at energy 1503 MeV. These alulations were alulated in-luding Pauli orrelation e�et. The depth of the real potential was V0 � 200MeV and the depth of the imaginary potential was 100 < W0 < 200 MeV.



A Study for the Nuleus-Nuleus Di�erential Cross-Setion 699We an see that our results for the real potential agree with the three on-ditions listed above, but the ondition proposed for the imaginary potentialis not satis�ed. These alulations were improved by onsidering the targetas deformed nuleus. In this work these alulations are extended to inludethe elasti sattering di�erential ross-setion for 12C�12C system at energies1449 and 2400 MeV. The sattering amplitude has been deomposed into itsnear-side and far-side omponents. It is found that the osillations observedat forward angles in the total di�erential ross-setion are due to the stronginterferene between the near-side and the far-side ontributions. The ex-ponential fall o� following the interferene pattern is due to the dominaneat large angles of the far-side amplitude and should thus be referred to asa far-side tail rather than a nulear rainbow e�et. We have alulated thede�e�tion funtion and the S-matrix. The formalism is presented in Se-tion 2, Setion 3 is devoted to the results and disussion. The onlusion ispresented in Setion 4. 2. The formalismThe elasti sattering di�erential ross-setion for a symmetri system isgiven by �el(�) = jf(�) + f(� � �)j2 ; (2.1)while for non-symmetri system is given by�el(�) = jf(�)j2 : (2.2)The elasti sattering amplitude onsidering the Coulomb e�et is givenby f(�) = f(�) + (2ik)�1 X̀(2`+ 1) exp(2i�`)(S` � 1)P`(os �) : (2.3)f(�) is the usual point harge Coulomb amplitude, �` is the point hargeCoulomb sattering phase shift, and S` is given byS` = exp(2iÆ`) ; (2.4)where Æ` is the omplex nulear phase shift, whih is obtained from [11℄Æ` = 12{(b);{(b) = �12k 1Z�1 U(b; z)dz (2.5)



700 Z. Metaweiwith U(b; z) = [2mAPAT (AP +AT )�1℄Vopt(b; z)k is the inident wave number and Vopt(b; z) is the optial potential.Thenuleus-nuleus optial potential as derived by Wilson takes the form [12℄Vopt(x) = APAT Z d3rT�T (rT )Z d3y�P (x+y�rT )t(e; y)[1�C(y)℄ ; (2.6)where Ai(i = P; T ) are the mass numbers of the projetile and target, �iare the ground state single partile nulear densities for the olliding nulei,t(e; y) is the energy dependent onstituent-averaged two nuleon transitionamplitude obtained from sattering experiments, e is the NN kineti energyin the .m. frame, y is the NN relative separation and C(y) is the Pauliorrelation funtion, given byC(y) �= 14 exp(�k2fy2=10) and kf = 1:36 fm�1 : (2.7)t(e; y) has been derived from the Fourier transform of the two body sat-tering amplitude [13℄. We use the usual parametrization of the two bodysattering amplitude:f(e; q) = kN�4� (�+ i) exp(�Bq2=2) : (2.8)This form of the sattering amplitude yieldst(e; y) = � em1=2�(� + i)(2�B)�3=2 exp �y22B ; (2.9)where q is the momentum transfer, kN is the wave number of the inidentnuleon, m is the nuleon mass, � is the average nuleon-nuleon (NN) totalross-setion, � is the average of the ratio of the real to the imaginary partsof the NN forward sattering amplitude and B is the slope parameter ofthe NN elasti sattering di�erential ross-setion.The near-side and far-side deomposition of the sattering amplitudeshave been performed by replaing the assoiated Legendre polynomialsP`(os �) by [6℄ eQ�̀(os �) = 12 �P`(os �)� i 2�Q`(os �)� ; (2.10)where Q` is a Legendre funtion of the seond kind.The reurrene formulasfor P` and Q` are used in this equation. The far and near omponents of an



A Study for the Nuleus-Nuleus Di�erential Cross-Setion 701amplitude obtained by partial wave summation are then given respetivelyby fF (�) = (2ik)�1 X̀(2`+ 1) exp(2i�`)(S` � 1) eQ+̀(os �) ; (2.11)and fN (�) = (2ik)�1 X̀(2`+ 1) exp(2i�`)(S` � 1) eQ�̀(os �) : (2.12)The Rutherford sattering amplitudes for the near and the far sides aregiven by [6℄ fR;N (�)fR(�) = (1� e�2��)�1 � i2� �sin2��2��1+i� S(�) (2.13)fR;F (�)fR(�) = �e�2��(1� e�2��)�1 + i2� �sin2��2��1+i� S(�) ; (2.14)whereS(�) =Xk�0 (1 + i�)kk! �	(k + 1)� 	(k + 1 + i�)� ln os2��2�� os2k ��2� :3. Results and disussionNear-side trajetories are the positive-angle ones (like Coulomb traje-tories) orresponding to a repulsive interation or re�etion; Far-side traje-tories are negative angle ones, passing behind the target, aused in generalby a ombination of di�ration and attrative interation refration [14℄.The sattering amplitude an be written as a sum of near-side and far-sideomponents f(�) = fN (�) + fF (�) (3.1)whose most important property is that the Fraunhofer di�rative osillationsour in neither fN nor fF but only in their interferene; other types ofinterferene, suh as rainbow minima, our in either fN or fF alone [14℄.The ontributions of the near-side and the far-side omponents to theelasti sattering ross-setion have been alulated for the interations of12C�12C system at energy 2400 MeV. Fig. 1 shows the near-side and the far-side deomosition of the elasti sattering along with the total di�erentialross-setion for the interations of two spherial nulei and the interationsof spherial projetile nuleus with deformed target nuleus. We an see
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Fig. 1. The near-side (short dashed broken lines)and far-side (long dashed brokenlines)deomposition of the elasti sattering di�erential ross-setion are alulatedfor 12C�12C system at energy 2400 MeV. The elasti sattering di�erential ross-setion is presented (solid line). These alulations are performed for: a � theinterations of two spherial nulei and b � the interations of spherial projetilenuleus with deformed target nuleus.from Fig. 1 that onsidering the target as deformed nuleus improves theagreement of the total di�erential ross-setion with the experimental data.The value of the near-side and the far-side omponents dereases by on-sidering the target as deformed nuleus. At angle �:m: � 6 the near-sideross-setion alulated for two spherial nulei dereases than that alu-lated for the interations of spherial projetile with deformed target. Then,it inreases again to have a larger value at �:m: � 8. The behavior of thenear-side and the far-side omponants is not hanged by onsidering thetarget as deformed nuleus. The rossover of the near-side and the far-sideomponents ours at the same point for the two ases onsidered. Thisshows that the modi�ation of the Optial Model Potential by onsideringthe target as deformed nuleus does not hange the behavior of the near-sideand the far-side omponents. We an see from Fig. 1 that the reations arefar-side dominated. The osillations observed in the far-side distributionsare due to the beating of the two waves belonging to the di�erent negativebranhes of the de�etion funtion. Also, we an see that the refrativeontribution assoiated with the Coulomb rainbow is dominated at extremeforward angle, and its fall-o� is steeper than that of the di�rative ontri-bution. The osillations in the near-side is aused by the interferene of therefrative-di�rative deomposition of the near-side ross-setion [15℄.



A Study for the Nuleus-Nuleus Di�erential Cross-Setion 703The ontributions of the near-side and the far-side omponents to theelasti sattering ross-setion have been alulated for the interations of12C�12C system at energies 1016,1449 and 2400 MeV and for the interationsof 16O�12C system at energy 1503 MeV. Fig. 2 shows the ontributions of thenear-side and the far-side omponents to the elasti sattering ross-setionalong with the total di�erential ross-setion for the interations of spheri-al projetile nuleus with deformed target nuleus. These alulations areompared with the experimental data [16�19℄. Fig. 2(a) shows the ontri-butions of the near-side and far-side omponents to the elasti satteringross-setion along with the total di�erential ross-setion for the intera-tions of 12C�12C system at energy 1016 MeV. We an see from Fig. 2(a) thatthe osillations observed at forward angles in the total di�erential ross-setion are due to the strong interferene between the near-side and the
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Fig. 2. The near-side (short dashed broken lines) and far-side (long dashed brokenlines) deomposition of the elasti sattering di�erential ross-setion are alulatedfor (a) 12C�12C system at energy 1016 MeV, (b) 12C�12C system at energy 1449MeV, () 12C�12C system at energy 2400 MeV and (d) 16O�12C system at energy1503 MeV. The elasti sattering di�erential ross-setion is presented (solid lines).These alulations are performed for the interation of spherial projetile nuleuswith deformed target nuleus.far-side ontributions. The far-side and the near-side rossover ours atangle �:m = 2:6Æ. The minimum in the total di�erential ross-setion is dueto strong far-near destrutive interferene [6, 14℄. The exponential fall o�following the interferene pattern is due to the dominane at large angles of



A Study for the Nuleus-Nuleus Di�erential Cross-Setion 705the far-side amplitude and should thus be referred to as a far-side tail [16,20℄ rather than a nulear rainbow e�et.Conerning the interferene between the near-side and the far-side om-ponents, Eq. (3.1) implies that the orresponding ross-setion an be writ-ten as jf(�)j2 = jfN (�)j2 + jfF (�)j2 + 2Re(f�N (�)fF (�)) : (3.2)The term 2Re(f�N (�)fF (�)) represents the interferene between the near-sideand the far-side sattering amplitudes. Fig. 3(a) shows the elasti satteringdi�erential ross-setion for the interations of 12C�12C systems at energy1016 MeV along with the interferene of the near-side and the far-side sat-tering amplitudes for the same reations. We an see from Fig. 3(a) that thepositions of the minima and the maxima are the same for the elasti satter-
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Fig. 3. The interferene of the near-side and the far-side sattering ampli-tude(dashed line) are presented along with the elasti sattering di�erential ross-setion (solid line) for (a) 12C�12C system at energy 1016 MeV, (b) 12C�12C systemat energy 1449 MeV, () 12C�12C system at enegy 2400 MeV, (d) 16O�12C system atenergy 1503 MeV. These alulations are performed for the interation of spherialprojetile nuleus with deformed target nuleus.ing di�erential ross-setion and the interferene between the near-side andthe far-side sattering amplitudes. This shows that the osillations observedat forward angles in the total di�erential ross-setion are due to the stronginterferene between the near-side and the far-side ontributions.



A Study for the Nuleus-Nuleus Di�erential Cross-Setion 707It is seen from Fig. 2(a) that the far-side distribution shows osillations.Osillations will show up only if we have the beating of two waves belongingto the di�erent negative branhes of the de�etion funtion [20℄.The de�etion funtion for the sattering by a real potential is�(`) = 2dÆ(`)d` ; (3.3)where Æ(`)is the total (oulomb + nulear) phase shift. Fig. 4(a), (b) showsthe de�etion funtion for the reations of 12C�12C system at 1016 MeV alongwith the S-matrix for the same reations. The de�etion funtion and the

Fig. 4. De�etion funtion (a) and moduli of the S-matrix (b) for the interationsof 12C�12C system at energy 1016 MeV (solid lines ). Long dashed broken linerepresent the alulations for two spherial nulei. Short dashed line represents thede�etion funtion for the Rutherford sattering.



708 Z. MetaweiS-matrix are alulated for two spherial nulei and for spherial projetilewith deformed target. We an see from Fig. 4(a) that the rainbow satteringangle value dereases by onsidering the target as deformed nuleus. Thevalues of the nulear rainbow angle �r, rainbow angular momentum Lr,grazing angular momentum Lg and the value of the modulus of S-matrix atthe rainbow angular momentum jSLr j are given in Table I and Table II. Wean notie that the nulear rainbow, minimum of the de�etion funtion, isshifted toward the small S-matrix elements, lower L value than the grazingone. Our analysis indiates that jSLj � 0 for L < 29, whih show the strongabsorption for smaller L values for the system of deformed target nuleus.We an notie that the residual rainbow feature has moved forward in anglethat it overlaps with the far/near interferene pattern. A result whih isobtained by MVoy [7℄. This shows that the nulear rainbow obsured bythe strong absorption [21℄and annot be reognized. The absorption forL � Lr is strong enough to make a true rainbow pattern unobservable, butit is not strong enough to destroy the pattern of the far-side dominane dueto the partial waves with L between Lr and Lg [7℄.Fig.2(b) shows the near-side and the far-side ontributions to the elas-ti sattering ross-setion along with the total di�erential ross-setion forthe interations of 12C�12C system at energy 1449 MeV. We an see fromFig. 2(b) that the Fraunhofer osillation in the total ross-setion is dueto the interferene between the near-side and the far-side omponents. Amatter whih is on�rmed by alulating the interferene term in eq.(3.2)together with the total ross-setion as shown in Fig. 3(b). Fig. 3(b) showsthat the distribution shape of the total ross-setion is the same as that forthe interferene between the near-side and the far-side omponents. It isseen from Fig. 2(b) that the near/far rossover ours at angle �:m: = 1:8Æ.The exponential fall o� following the interferene pattern is due to the dom-inane at large angles of the far-side amplitudes and should be referred toas a far-side tail rather than a nulear rainbow e�et. We an see fromFig. 2(b) also, that the far-side distribution shows osillation pattern whihis due to the beating of two waves belonging to the negative branhes of thede�etion funtion. The de�etion funtion for the interation of 12C�12Csystem at energy 1449 MeV is alulated along with the S-matrix for thesame reation. The alulations are performed for two spherial nulei andfor the interations of spherial projetile with deformed target and the val-ues of �r; Lr; Lg and jSLr j are shown in Tables I and II. We an see fromTable I and Table II that the nulear rainbow is shifted toward the smallS-matrix elements, lower L value than the grazing one. We have obtainedalso for deformed target nuleus that jSLj � 0 for L = 19 whih is a valuesmaller than that obtained for 12C�12C system at energy 1016 MeV. Thisshows that the absorption dereases with inreasing the energy.



A Study for the Nuleus-Nuleus Di�erential Cross-Setion 709Fig. (2.) shows the far-side and the near-side deomposition of the elas-ti sattering for 12C�12C system at energy 2400 MeV along with the totaldi�erential ross-setion. We an see from Fig. 2() that the Fraunhoferosillations in the total ross-setion is due to the interferene between thenear-side and the far-side omponents,as we an see from Fig. 3(). Fig. 3()shows a strong near/far interferene. It is seen from Fig. 2() that thenear/far rossover ours at angle �:m: = 1:3Æ. The exponential fall o� fol-lowing the interferene pattern is due to the dominane at large angles ofthe far-side amplitudes and should be referred to as a far side tail ratherthan a nulear rainbow e�et. We an see from Fig. 2() that the far-sidedistribution shows osillation pattern whih is due to the beating of twowaves belonging to the negative branhes of the de�etion funtion. Thenear-side distribution shows an osillations and there are rossover betweenthe near-side and the far-side at two points at large sattering angles. Theosillations in the near-side distribution are aused by the interferene ofthe refrative and di�rative omponents of the near-side ross-setion [15℄.The de�etion funtion and the S-matrix have been alulated for this re-ation. The values of the rainbow angle �r, rainbow angular momentum Lr,grazing angular momentum Lg and the value of the modulus of S-matrixat the rainbow angular momentum jSLr j are listed in Tables I and II. Wean see from Tables I and II that the residual rainbow feature has movedforward in angle that it overlaps the far/near interferene pattern. Also,the nulear rainbow is shifted toward the small S-matrix elements, lowerL value than the grazing one. We have observed that jSLj � 0 for L < 4from the alulations of the S-matrix for the interations of spherial proje-tile with deformed target nuleus. This shows that the absorption for thelower partial waves beomes weaker than that for 12C-12C system at ener-gies 1016 and 1449 MeV. So the beating of the two waves belonging to thedi�erent negative branhes of the de�etion funtion beomes stronger. Theabsorption is strong enough to make a true nulear rainbow unobservablebut it is not strong enough to destroy the pattern of the far-side dominane.We an see from Fig. 2() that the osillations of the far-side amplitude be-omes smoother than that obtained for 12C�12C reations at energy 1016 and1449 MeV.Fig. 2(d) shows the near-side and the far-side distributions for the in-terations of 16O�12C system at energy 1503 MeV, along with the totalross-setion. Fraunhofer osillation observed at the forward angles in thetotal ross-setion is due to the near-side and the far-side strong interfereneas shown in Fig. 3(d). Fig. 3(d) shows the distribution of the near/far in-terferene for the interations of 16O�12C system at energy 1503 MeV alongwith the total ross-setion. We an see from Fig. 3(d) that the distributionbehavior of the near/far interferene is the same as that for the total ross-



710 Z. Metawei TABLE IParameter haraterizing the de�etion funtion and the S-matrix onsidering thetarget as deformed nuleus.Reation Energy(MeV) �r Lr Lg jSLr j12C�12C 1016 -3.06 34 62 0.0112C�12C 1449 -1.89 41 70 0.0512C�12C 2400 -1.26 52 88 0.0716O�12C 1503 -3.25 41 80 0.01 TABLE IIParameters haraterizing the de�etion funtion and the S-matrix for two spher-ial nulei. Reation Energy(MeV) �r Lr Lg jSLr j12C�12C 1016 -3.39 27 60 0.00212C�12C 1449 -2.21 32 68 0.0112C�12C 2400 -1.40 42 85 0.0216O�12C 1503 -3.62 34 78 0.001setion. We an see from Fig. 2(d) that the near/far ross-over ours atangle �:m: = 2:7Æ. The minimum in the total di�erential ross-setion is dueto strong far/near destrutive interferene. We an see also from Fig. 2(d)that the exponential fall o� following the interferene pattern is due to thedominane at large angles of the far-side amplitude and should thus be re-ferred to as a far-side tail. The osillations in the far-side distribution aredue to onstrutive and destrutive interferene between the ontributionsfrom the two branhes of the de�etion funtion with L > Lr and L < Lr.The de�etion funtion has been alulated along with the S-matrix for theinteration of 16O�12C at energy 1503 MeV. These alulations are presentedin Table I and Table II. We have observed that the absorption is strong forpartial wave with L < 39. The absorption is strong enough to make a truenulear rainbow unobservable but it is not strong enough to destroy thepattern of the far-side dominane. This is due to the partial waves with Lbetween Lr and Lg. We an notie from Tables I and II that the nulearrainbow angle is shifted toward smaller L values, also it is shifted towardsmaller angle as we an see from Fig. 2(d), whih show that it overlaps theinterferene between the near-side and the far-side omponents of the totalross-setion. Also, the nulear rainbow obsured by the strong absorptionfor L < 39.



A Study for the Nuleus-Nuleus Di�erential Cross-Setion 711We an see from Figs 2(a), (b), () that as the energy inreases, the valueof the di�erential ross-setion dereases and the sattering angle dereases.Also, the values of the near-side and the far-side omponents derease withinreasing the energy. Comparing Table I and Table II, we an see that therainbow sattering angle dereases by onsidering the target as deformednuleus. However the values of the rainbow partial waves Lr and the grazingpartial wave Lg inrease by onsidering the target as deformed nuleus.Also, the values of the S-matrix at the rainbow partial wave inrease byonsidering the target as deformed nuleus. We an see from Table I andTable II that the values of the rainbow angles derease by inreasing theenergy. However the values of the rainbow partial waves , the grazing partialwaves and the values of the S-matrix at the rainbow partial waves inreaseby inreasing the energy. This shows that the behavior of �r; Lr; Lg and jSLr jdo not hange by introduing the modi�ation of onsidering the target asdeformed nuleus to the Optial Model Potential.4. ConlusionThe near-side and the far-side omponents of the elasti sattering havebeen alulated aording to Fuller formalism for the interation of 12C�12Csystem at energies 1016, 1449 and 2400 MeV and for 16O�12C system atenergy 1503 MeV. It is found that there is a strong interferene between thefar-side and the near-side omponents of the elasti sattering. This stronginterferene is responsible about the Fraunhofer di�ration pattern observedin the elasti sattering distribution at the forward angles. It is found thatthe near/far rossover is shifted toward smaller angle as the energy of thesystem inreased. The exponential fall o� following the Fraunhofer di�ra-tion pattern is due to the dominane at large angles of the far-side amplitudeand should thus be referred to as a far-side tail [16, 20℄ rather than a nulearrainbow e�et. The osillation observed in the far-side distribution is dueto the beating of two waves belonging to the di�erent negative branhes ofthe de�etion funtion [20℄. The alulations of the de�etion funtion showthat the rainbow sattering angle value dereases with inreasing the energyof the interation. We also an onlude that the residual rainbow featurehas moved forward in angle that it overlaps with the far/near interferenepattern [7℄. Calulating the S-matrix shows that the grazing partial waveLg inreases with inreasing the energy and inreases with inreasing themass of the projetile. The rainbow partial wave Lr orresponding to therainbow angle �r inreases with inreasing the energy, however the absorp-tion dereases with inreasing the energy. Any residuum of the lassialrainbow phenomenon would be exhibited in the far-side amplitude. Onewould expet an enhanement of the ross-setion forward of the rainbow
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